Intraoperative lavage cytologic analysis of surgical margins in patients undergoing limited surgery for lung cancer.
One of the unfavorable recurrent patterns after limited surgery for lung cancer is local failure, especially at the surgical margin in the pulmonary parenchyma. To prevent this failure, we preliminarily introduced a novel intraoperative lavage cytologic technique to check surgical margin status for limited surgery. In this study we analyzed the clinical utility of this technique with a larger number of patients under long-term follow-up. A total 112 consecutive lung cancer lesions prospectively treated by limited surgery with the intraoperative lavage cytologic technique between October 1997 and August 2000 were reviewed through a median follow-up period of 27 months. Eleven lesions (10%) showed cytologically positive results in the attempted surgery on the surgical margin. The positive result rate was significantly higher for lesions with more advanced stage, compromised indication, incurability, and larger size. Surgical modes were converted intraoperatively for 4 lesions; in the other 7 lesions no conversion was performed because of certain disadvantages. Local recurrence in the surgical margin occurred in a total of 4 lesions, including 3 for which the operative mode was unconverted and 1 lesion with cytologically unknown status of the surgical margin that had the mode converted, whereas there were no local recurrences in the surgical margins among the lesions with final cytologically negative results. Cytologically negative results of examination of the surgical margin by the technique of intraoperative lavage cytologic in limited surgery for lung cancer may be predict lack of local recurrence in the surgical margin. This intraoperative cytologic technique is clinically useful in checking for complete resection of this primary disease.